The reaction rate theory of Miller, Schwartz and Tromp is reformulated using a complex Bloch boundary value operator to enforce the scattering boundary conditions. This Bloch operator requires a knowledge of the log derivative of the outgoing wave function on the boundary of the interaction region, and this in turn can be approximated semiclassically from a knowledge of the interaction potential on the boundary. The resulting absorbing log derivative boundary conditions are shown to work well in practice, reducing the range over which the quantum-mechanical problem has to be solved to a narrow region enclosing the relevant turning points. For example they are. shown to be at least three times more effective in reducing the required size of the interaction region for a standard barrier tunnelling problem than more conventional absorbing potentials.
Introduction
The cumulative reaction probability N(E) for a chemical reaction is defmed as the sum of all stateto-state reaction probabilities at energy E [ 1 ] and is related to the thermal rate constant k(T) by --oD where QJ T) is the partition function per unit volume of the reactants. One obvious way to calculate N(E) is thus to perform a converged state-to-state quantum reactive scattering calculation at each energy, and then simply add the state-to-state reactive probabilities. However this is not an efficient way to proceed if N(E) (or k( T) ) is the primary quantity of interest, because a converged state-to-state reao tive scattering calculation requires the use of a basis set (or the equivalent) which extends right out to the asymptotic reactant and product regions. The success of both classical [ 2 ] and semiclassical [ 3 ] transition state theories in their respective domains suggests that one should be able instead to perform a quantum-mechanical calculation of N( E) in a more confined interaction region which only contains the relevunt reactive dynamics, and the search for practical ways to do this has been a major goal of theoretical reaction dynamics for several years [ 
41.
The reaction rate theory of Miller, Schwartz and Tromp [ 5 ] is a step in the right direction. The key observation in this theory is that N(E) can be written as an operator trace which is independent of the basis in which it is evaluated, with the consequence and the asymptotic reactant and product quantum states do not have to be used as basis functions and can be eliminated from the calculation. Moreover the new basis that is introduced to evaluate the trace can, at least in principle, be confined to the physically relevant interaction region of the reaction.
The elegance of this formulation tends to obscure an important point, however, which is that in eliminating the reactant and product quantum states one is also eliminating the state-to-state boundary conditions. These scattering boundary conditions are an essential part of the problem which must somehow be re-introduced, but they cannot be re-introduced ergy. The aim of the present Letter, is to show how exactly without solving the SchrUinger equation such energy-dependent scattering boundary condioutside the interaction region. Thus a genuine practions can be re-introduced into the Miller-Schwartztical implementation of the Miller-Schwartz- Tromp Tromp theory with the help of a complex Bloch theory which only solves the Schradinger equation boundary value operator, and to argue that this may within a confined interaction region must inevitably offer formal as well as practical advantages for future approximate the scattering boundary conditions. reaction rate calculations. It is probably fair to say that this difficulty with the scattering boundary conditions is the main reason why the Miller-Schwartz-Tromp theory has only been used in comparatively few practical reaction rate calculations to date. In fact most of the applications that have appeared have been based on the timedependent flux correlation function version of the theory [ 
51, which focuses on k(T) rather than N(E).
Here the usual approach to the scattering boundary conditions is to use an ordinary basis set representation of the interaction region in which the boundary conditions are applied incorrectly, but to make the interaction region large enough so that the resulting unphysical boundary reflections are postponed until after the physical reactive dynamics has been calculated [ 6-9 1 . This approach has in fact been used successfully in some fully three-dimensional calculations [ 7, 8] . However it is clearly only viable for direct reactions without long-lived collision complexes, and it is difficult to implement reliably even for these [4] .
Reaction rate theory
The expression for N(E) that was derived by Miller, Schwartz and Tromp consists of a trace of an operator product involving flux and microcanonical density operators which does not involve any explicit reference to the asymptotic reactant and product quantum states [ 5 1,
where
with
and A more promising approach is to try to apply the boundary conditions correctly. One way to do this is to introduce an artificial (optical) absorbing potential to enforce the outgoing-wave scattering boundary conditions, as proposed by Neuhauser and Baer [ 10 1. Seideman and Miller have recently adapted this idea in their use of coordinate-dependent absorbing potentials for the time-independent evaluation of N(E) [ 11,121. The resulting scheme is very impressive [ 12 1, and suggests that the full potential of the theory for calculating cumulative reaction probabilities and thermal rate constants even for polyatomic chemical reactions may soon be realised. F=; [ff,wIr))l * (4) In time-dependent calculations such as those of Neuhauser and Baer a range of energies is present in a single wavepacket, and it is necessary to use an energy-independent optical potential which imposes boundary conditions on the entire wavepacket. For the time-independent calculation of N(E), however, the boundary conditions can be specified at each enHere the density operator &Y-H) has been written in terms of the imaginary part of the scattering Green function G + (E) to facilitate the following discus sion. The flux operator F involves the commutator of the Hamiltonian H with a Heaviside step function h cf( g) ), where f( g ) is defined such that the equation f( g ) = 0 is a dividing surface between reactants and products in coordinate space which leaves the reactants inf( g) < 0 and the products inf( g) > 0 [ 5 1. Although eq. ( 1) is exact for any such choice of dividing surface it is usual (and expedient ) in practice to choose a surface which passes through the physically relevant interaction region of the reaction [ 41.
In order to make these equations less abstract we shall focus throughout this Letter on the simplest possible model for a reaction, namely the penetration of a one-dimensional potential barrier along a reaction coordinate q. The Hamiltonian for this model is (5) and the cumulative reaction probability N(E) is simply the barrier transmission probability as a function of the energy E. The dividing surface between reactants (q-+ -co ) and products ( q+ + 00 ) is taken to be q=O, so that the flux operator in eq. (4) reduces to
These restrictions do not imply any real loss of generality, and we shall give references to where more general expressions can be found at each stage in the following argument.
The key thing that is required to get a practical scheme for calculating N(E) from the formulation in eqs. ( 1) to (4), as discussed in the introduction, is a recipe for approximating the outgoing-wave scattering boundary conditions implied by the + ie in eq. (3 ). Ideally, one would like to approximate these boundary conditions in such a way that the trace in eq. ( 1) can be evaluated in a small basis which spans a correspondingly small physically relevant interaction region enclosing the dividing surface. With this end in mind Seideman and Miller suggest the prescription [ 11,121 +i4+ +ie(q) ,
where it(q) is a coordinatedependent optical potential which is zero (or nearly zero) in the interaction region and "turns on" in some predetermined manner at the edges. This prescription is simple to implement, appears to work well in practice, and has been used in some impressive calculations [ 121. However it is a purely empirical rather than a rigorously derived approximation to the true +ie (i.e. to the true outgoing-wave scattering boundary conditions) , and has features such as the arbitrary choice of functional form for e(q) which it would clearly be preferable to avoid.
An alternative way to construct the outgoing-wave scattering Green function G + (E) within a finite interval qr G q < qP has in fact been available for some time [ 13,141. In the present context this construction boils down to the prescription
, (8) where U(E) is the complex Bloch boundary value operator [ 131 #r
and L: (qr) and Lp' (qP) are the energy-dependent log derivatives of outgoing scattering wavefunctions v: (q) and v,' (q) evaluated on the two boundaries,
This prescription has typically been used in the past to construct the Green function G + (E) within an interval q,Q q6 qP, which extends from the asymptotic reactant region qr Q: 0 to the asymptotic product region qP> 0. However, we can avoid this by noting that eq. (8) 6(q+v-q,,) , with the understanding that the limit be taken at&r the integration that arises when calculating a matrix element of the operator. These replacements are used in obtaining matrix elements of L?(E) in a basis which spans the interval q,Q q6 qp in section 4 below.
constructed via eqs. (3) and (8) , and the problem is subsequently solved via eq. ( 1) , can in practice be reduced to a physically relevant interaction region qrb q< qp which encloses the dividing surface q= 0. The only remaining task in this section is to combine eq. (8 ) with eqs. ( 1) to (4) to obtain a computationally convenient expression for N(E), and this is easily accomplished using the manipulations employed by Seidemann and Miller [ 121 in connection with their prescription for +ie in eq. (7). The result of these manipulations, which are based here on the observation that both the energy E and the Bloch operator Y(E) commute with the step functions h(q) and h( -q)=l-h(q), is that the expression for N(E) in eq. ( 1) can be reduced to N(E)=4tr{L$G+(E)*gG+(E)}, (12) where
G+(E)=[E-Y(E)-HI-',
and
and the flux operator F has disappeared. We shall see in section 4 below that this new expression for N(E) has a convenient form for computation when it is combined with basis set representations of the operators .Y& q and G + (E) in the interaction region &646% Because eq. ( 12) is an operator trace it is as general as eq. ( 1 ), and is not confined to the specific barrier penetration problem considered in eq. (5 ). However, in order to be able to use eq. ( 12) in more general situations we need to know how to construct the appropriate Bloch operator P(E), and this has only been given here (in eq. (9) ) for this problem. An appropriate generalisation that is valid when the reactant and product channels are uncoupled outside the interaction region is given in Bloch's paper [ 13 1, and this generalisation is itself easy to extend to the (more important) case in which there is residual inelastic coupling within the reactant and product arrangements outside a reactive interaction region. (A key feature of these generalisations is that the multichannel Bloch operator can be written in terms of a basis which diagonal&s the Hamiltonian on the boundary of the interaction region, and does not therefore require the re-introduction of asymptotic reactant and product channel eigenfunctions.) 
and Cz and C,+ are complex constants which f= the normalisations and asymptotic phases of Wr'(4' -cc) and w,' (q++oo). These equations assume that qr and qp lie in classically allowed regions, which is clearly also a physical requirement if the interval qr b q< qp is to be a valid interaction region for the calculation of the barrier transmission probability N(E) .
The corresponding first-order WKB approximations to L,+ (qr) and Lp' (q,,) follow from eqs. 
where the first term is the simple zero-order WKB approximation in each case. The most important thing to notice about these approximations is that the constants C: and C,+ of eqs. ( 16 ) can be approximated directly from a knowledge of the interaction potential V(q) and its first derivative V'(q) at the boundaries q=q, and qp without invoking any information about the asymptotic reactant and product regions. This makes the approximations useful as absorbing log derivative boundary conditions for the calculation of N(E) in eq. ( 12) . Note also that these approximations are derived rather than empirical: they are valid when the WKB equations ( 16) and ( 17) are accurate, which is basically when the second terms on the right-hand sides of eqs. (19) and (20) are small in absolute magnitude compared with the first [ 15 1. They also become exact when the interaction potential V(q) is constant beyond the two boundaries, which is the case asymptotically for both of the model barrier penetration problems considered in section 5 below.
Eqs. ( 19) and (20) can be generalised in various ways. It is straightforward to go beyond the first-order WKB approximation, for example, and on doing so one finds that the nth order approximations to L: (qr ) and Lc ( qp) only depend on V(q) and its first n derivatives at qr and qp. However, since the first-order approximations in eqs. ( 19) and (20) already work very well, as shown in section 5 below, these higher-order approximations are unlikely to be necessary in practice. A potentially more useful generalisation is the multichannel WKB method described by Johnson [ 161, which shows (although Johnson does not give the result explicitly) how eqs. 
Basis set representations
The final stage in the present theory is to form basis set representations of the operators L$, q and G + (6) appearing in the expression for N(E) in eq. ( 12 ) . This is most conveniently accomplished by introducing a set of n real basis functions {a(q)} 7 which are orthonormal with respect to integration over the interaction region qr Q qQ qp and complete at the boundaries q=qr and qp In other words the basis set is constrained to satisfy for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n and to include at least two functions with different log derivatives at q=qr and two functions with different log derivatives at q= q,,. The importance of this second constraint cannot be overemphasised, as it ensures that the basis is capable of representing arbitrary (outgoing-wave) log derivatives correctly at the two boundaries [ 17 1. A simple example of a basis set which satisfies both constraints is provided by the normalised Legendre polynomials #1(4)=KP,-1(x) 9 (22) where Ni= J(2i-1)/(%-q,) for i=l, 2, . . . . n&2 and x=2(q-q,)l(qP-q,) -1. Our aim now is to construct matrix elements of the operators L$, % and G + (E) in this basis. Matrix elements of the fast two of these operators are easily obtained from their definitions in eqs. ( 14) and (15) -' means the ij element of the inverse of the it x n complex symmetric matrix with elements ( i 1 E -U(E) -H lj) . These latter matrix elements are given by eqs. ( 5 ), ( 9 ) and (2 1) as 
4r (28)
Finally, using these equations, the trace in eq. ( 12) can be evaluated in the basis {k(q)}; as
which only requires the solution of a single n x n system of complex linear equations.
Eq. (29) can be derived more directly from the expression for the scattering matrix that is given by the general theory of the log derivative version of the Kohn variation principle [ 191, which is also immediately applicable to more diffkult multidimensional problems. However the present derivation provides a more interest connection wit the conventional use of absorbing potential boundary conditions [ 11,121.
Example calculations
In order to examine the properties of the absorbing log derivative boundary conditions in eqs. ( 19) and (20) we shall now consider two simple barrier penetration problems. The frost is the E&art barrier problem shown in fig. 1 , which corresponds to the interaction potential
This is a well established model problem for which the exact barrier transmission probability N(E) is known analytically [ 20 1. We shall take the pammeters here to be vczO.425 eV and m= 1060 au, which correspond to the collinear barrier in the H+H2 reaction. These same parameters were also used by Seideman and Miller and allow a direct comparison with their absorbing potential results [ 111. Fig. 2 shows the percent error in the calculated barrier transmission probability N(E) for this prob- lem at E~0.32 eV, as a function of the size of the interaction region -Q< q6 Q. It is clear from this figure that N(E) can be calculated with an error of less than half a percent by the time Q=2a, which corresponds to the physical interaction region shown in fig. 1 . By contrast, the best of the various functional forms for the absorbing potential e(q) employed by Seideman and Miller requires Q> 6a for a one percent error in N(E) at the same energy [ 111. Therefore, for this problem, the present absorbing log derivative boundary conditions require an interaction region that is only about one third the size of that required by typical absorbing potential boundary conditions.
A somewhat more interesting model problem is provided by the symmetric double maximum barrier shown in fig. 3 , which corresponds to the interaction potential
The barrier transmission probability N(E) for this potential is not available analytically, but it is easily obtained numerically using eq. ( 29 ) . In what follows we shall use the same parameters 'v,=O.425 eV and m = 1060 au as above, and focus on an energy E~0.25 eV which lies below the degenerate potential maxima but above the enclosed potential minimum. Fig. 4 shows the percent error in the barrier transmission probability N(E) for this problem, again calculated as a function of the size of the interaction region -Q< q< + Q. It is clear from this figure that N(E) can again be calculated to within half a percent by applying absorbing log derivative boundary conditions at qr= -2a and qp= +2u, which correspond to the boundaries of the physical interaction region shown in fig. 3 . This is perhaps an even more impressive demonstration of the present absorbing log derivative boundary conditions than the B&art barrier problem considered above, because the double maximum interaction potential V(q) and its first derivative V'(q) are still very significant at these two boundaries. Indeed the boundaries are already very close to the outer classical turning points at E=0.25 eV in fig. 3 , which provide an absolute lower bound on the size of the physical interaction that can reasonably be used for calculating N(E) at this energy. Fig. 5 shows that this rapid convergence is not confined to a single energy, but is also obtained throughout the range E=0.22 to 0.34 eV which extends to above the barrier maxima. In fact the convergence with respect to the required size of the interaction region is found to be even better at these higher energies because the semiclassical absorbing boundary conditions in eqs. ( 19) and (20) become more accurate. This is especially interesting because a purely quantum mechanical calculation usually requires more work at higher energies. The present combination of a quantum mechanical description of the transition state region with semiclassical absorbing boundary conditions might generally be expected to scale better.
It can also be seen from fig transmission probability N(E) for the symmetric double maximum potential problem exhibits a pronounced "perfect tunnelling" peak (N(E) = 1) at an energy EmO.25 eV below the degenerate potential maxima. This curious result is due to the phenomenon of resonant tunnelling, which is to say that the barrier becomes completely transparent at the energy of a quasi-bound state associated with its well region even in the limit of deep tunnelling. A semiclassical analysis that applies the connection formulae described by Child [ 151 to the symmetric double maximum potential problem explains this phenomenon very clearly (see also the discussion by Bohm [ 2 I] ). In the sharp resonance limit, in which the energy lies well below the degenerate barrier maxima, the Siegert [ 221 resonance condition of purely outgoing waves as q-, f F is found to give a barrier resonance energy E = E,-fir,, with a real part E, which corresponds exactly to the perfect tunnelling condition N( EJ = 1. The behaviour seen in fig. 5 is simply a (purely quantum mechanical) manifestation of this resonant tunnelling effect for the present o=O barrier resonance, which corresponds to the Siegert eigenvalue E=0.24939-0.00312i eV. (A resonance eigenvalue E=E,-iI', occurs at a pole of the scattering Green function G + (E), and can therefore be calculated within the present formulation as a complex root of the equation
where det [ ( i IA ] j) ] denotes the determinant of the n x n matrix with elements ( i IA ] j) . ) Resonant tunnelling was fast observed experimentally in the conductance of GaAlAs double barriers [ 231, and it continues to play an important role in the theory of semiconductor devices [ 241. It is conceivable that it might also play a role in enhancing the rates of chemical and charge transfer reactions.
Conclusion
In this Letter, we have shown that the reaction rate theory of Miller, Schwartz and Tromp can be reformulated in such a way that the scattering boundary conditions are applied by a complex Bloch boundary value operator at the boundary of a fmite interaction region. The outgoing-wave log derivatives that appear in this Bloch operator can be approximated semiclassically, resulting in a genuine quantum mechanical transition region theory of reaction rates [ 41 (i.e., a theory involving a quantum mechanical description of the transition state or interaction region in conjunction with approximate semiclassical absorbing boundary conditions). The theory also eventually converges on what is essentially the exact quantum mechanical result as the size of the interaction region is increased, because the semiclassical boundary conditions become exact as the derivatives of the interaction potential tend to zero. Indeed example applications to model barrier penetration problems have shown that this convergence with respect to the required size of the interaction region can be very rapid, and this is what gives the theory its appeal.
Perhaps the most obvious explanation for why the present absorbing log derivative boundary conditions work so well is that they are explicitly energydependent, just like the exact outgoing-wave scattering boundary conditions they approximate. This is in sharp contrast to the more familiar use of energy-independent absorbing potentials (compare eqs. (7) and (8) ). Moreover the present absorbing boundary conditions are clearly exact within the first-order WKR approximation that was used to derive them, rather than simply 99% [ 251 or 99.9% [ 111 accurate within the same approximation in the special case of a constant interaction potential at the boundary.
The present theory has only been developed in detail for the simple case of one-dimensional barrier crossing, but appropriate generalisations are available throughout the argument [ 13,16,19 1. It might therefore be hoped that some combination of these generalisations with the various other interesting ideas described by Seideman and Miller (including in particular their appealingly general suggestion of using a discrete variable representation of the Watson Hamiltonian referenced at the transition state [ 12 ] ) will eventually lead to an efficient scheme for the calculation of quantum mechanical cumulative reaction probabilities and thermal rate constants even for polyatomic chemical reactions.
